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High Rise (The Complete Collection)

Four women. One building. A million complications.High Rise tells the story of four women who live
in The Ivy, the sexiest building in Hong Kong.There&apos;s Alex, a local gym instructor with a
broken heart. Her room mate Nat, a celebrated American writer who moved to Hong Kong for love.
Their upstairs neighbour Maddie, a workaholic investment banker. And the penthouse inhabitant,
Isabella, a psychiatrist who&apos;s lived in the city for fifteen years.Find out how romances develop
and untangle as these four women get to know each other better.This collection includes:Novella 1:
Fool for LoveNovella 2: Undisclosed DesiresNovella 3: No Ordinary LoveNovella 4: Close
EnoughWarning: this title includes countless hot and graphic f/f sex scenes and may make you
blush (amongst other things).
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I fell in love with Harper's characters. Her characters are so believable; her writing witty and clever.
This book is like hanging out with some of your best friend. You and your friends live in a glam city
(Hong Kong), are all professionals and have lots of hot sex! It's a fun book to read but the thing I like

the most, well maybe the second most ( did I mention all the HOT sex), is the depth of
understanding, compassion and intimacy these characters have for each other.

I never read reviews of Harper's books because I know that no matter the content I will love her
writing. This book is just a great read like the rest of her books. They allow me to live my "secret" life
in ---well, secret! I say secret because I really am an old thing that has been married to my husband
for nearly 53 years (and I really do love him) but who understands a woman like another woman.
This book just took me where I wanted it to go. Love, lust and reality! Never disappointed in
anything HB writes. Reminds us all that age really is just a meaningless number!

I really enjoyed this story. I originally got the first two novellas of this story for free on and then
decided to just buy the collection in full because I was enjoying the story so much.Four lesbian
women living in Hong Kong trying to balance career, friendship, heartache and romance. This story
is made up of 4 different novellas which alternate POVs. Novellas 1 and 3 are from Alex and
Maddie's perspective while 2 and 4 are from Nat and Isabella's perspectives. I really enjoyed the
shared comradere between these 4 women. Although there are romantic complications throughout,
I just enjoyed a look at real women trying to be comfortable about who they are in a place that
appreciates its history more than changing with the times and accepting those that don't fit into a
tight perfect box.I felt like even though there was a lot of drama in this story, which is to be expected
in a romance, it wasn't unrealistic in anyway. The women in this story all have real issues that they
are dealing with and I feel like it would be difficult to not find someone's story to relate to. You don't
have to be a lesbian to understand the things these women are going through.All in all, I love Harper
Bliss! I've read a few of her novellas at this point including Wetter and New Girl and even though all
are erotica to some extent, they are not lacking in story by any means.

I just finished the book and ready to pick up another from Harper Bliss! The characters were so well
developed and flawed realistically! I loved it and could not put it down. Well written, great story,
wonderful characters and hot erotic sex! Is there anything else so good?

As always Harper Bliss is wonderful. I loved this and could not put it down. Everything that other
reviewers said rang true. I love reading Bliss' books. Very lovely writing. Good sex scenes. Very
believable characters and very real problems that they have in their relationships. The books has
depth and combined with the excellent writing a true winner. You can pick up any one of Bliss'

books and enjoy it.

The first book was excellent at introducing the main characters in the series. As a stand alone the
first book doesn't have much action, but if you plan on reading the entire series which I highly
recommend, then the first book is invaluable.The second book in the series does pick up the action
very well and the story of the four main characters unfolds wonderfully and the ending is beautiful!I
only just started the third book in this series so I can't give a thorough review of it yet, but if the first
few pages are any indication all I can say is WOW! I can't wait to get home from work to get back to
reading. I will update this review once I am finished with the book.

This was my first time reading a Harper Bliss book. I began with the first of the High Rise series and
was hooked, had to order the complete series. Enjoyed its good balance of hot, sexy scenes with
real story and emotion. I typically shy away from the hot short stories but this was much more.
Characters had great, realistic personalities with flaws and insecurities. However, confident and
strong as well. Will be reading more books by this author.

I really enjoy reading books by Harper, and this one was no different. I usually don't enjoy books
that bounce between different character POV but I actually love the way Harper pulled it off in this
miniseries ( just guessing on that word). If you like her other books I believe you will enjoy this one
as well, and if you haven't read any of her books I would recommend trying some. I haven't read all
of her books but I am slowly working my way through them!
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